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Bring this unique experience to your venue as a profitable Pay-Per-Use Attraction.
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A 21st Century, Sing, Record & Share Karaoke Amusement
Automated Karaoke Sing & record experience, Emails recordings, photos
and short video to the vocal performer or others, uploads & shares on the
Web, automatically produces and dispenses Quality recorded CD’s.
STARBOOTH® offers a true automatic recording studio experience, using
professional-grade voice-processors, headphones and microphones in a noise
resistant booth.
Fully-automated, self-contained, Share & Email enabled, free-standing unit
approximately 6.6’ high by 3.5’ deep by 3.8’ wide.
Customer self-operated system by use of built-in touch screens, recording
equiptment, and a mobile or Wi-Fi Internet connection that enables customer
recordings from a huge library of popular karaoke songs, a variety of freestyle
background rhythms & Beats, or a Capella type performance.
Typical customer pays $10(MSRP) to record 1-2 songs. Recordings, photos and
a short videos can be shared via the web & Emailed to the vocalist. A customlabeled, professional-quality music CD is also automatically dispensed within
booth. (The CD Production Feature can be excluded upon a request by the
management of the Venue)
STARBOOTH® offers a fully-automated cash and credit card-based payment
system, or can alternatively integrate with your prepaid swipe system, with realtime access to sales data and collections via your own web-based dedicated
account. Fully supported by remote system monitoring, automatic self-reporting,
and remote customer support.
Customize exteriors with your logos and graphics. Use video screens to feature
special offers and messages. Self-brand CD labels.
STARBOOTH® is an exciting music activity easily transported and placed at
fixed locations, as well as temporary venues such as fundraisers and events.
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Automated Karaoke Recording Booth Amusement System:
KARAOKE & FREESTYLE • Sing – Record & Share
Automated Recording Studio amusement/Vending System
This is your moment.
Emails, Shares, Produces CDs for customers and cash for you.
In the spirit of “American Idol” and by utilizing a technology that’s far beyond
ordinary amusement/vending systems or Karaoke bars, STARBOOTH® gives
customers the instant–gratification of a “this is your moment” experience in just a
few minutes. Walk into one of our state-of-the-art, multi-media recording booths,
sing your heart out in privacy, record yourself with professional quality, get an
email of your performance or send to others, and walk out with a beautifully
produced CD of your performance,. With a press of a button , post it on our
website, and even enter contests and win big prizes . STARBOOTH® does it all.
Capture walk-by traffic and become a new fun filled destination.. STARBOOTH®
merges the popularity of Karaoke, Freestyle, and people’s desire to demonstrate
their vocal talent, or to just simply have fun and feel like a recording artist.
STARBOOTH® makes the experience accessible and affordable for your
customers and can be immensely profitable for you.
.
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Automated Karaoke Booths Mfg.
Revenue Sharing Programs- No System Purchase Required
Buy Your Own System or Lease to Own
Reserve Events
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